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the jonathan browning site
an example of archaeology for
restoration in nauvoo illinois
dale

L

berge

introduction
restoration in nauvoo is an attempt to return at least a portion of nauvoo to its original appearance during the 1839 1846
time range authenticity is a primary goal of nauvoo restoration
incorporated the foundation sponsored by the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints to restore this former mormon city
however absolute authenticity in restoration is not possible because that process depends upon available evidence correct interpre tation skill of construction people materials used funds and
pretation
other variables all of which pose limitations
one purpose of restoration in nauvoo is for the city to serve
as a valuable educational medium teaching latter day saints about
their history while also educating visitors A second goal of restoration in nauvoo is to expand our knowledge of how the people
lived in the 1840s new historical and architectural data even the
bits and pieces of dishes bottles and other items recovered reveal
much about the people and their lives
the jonathan browning home is an example of such restoration in nauvoo this discussion of the browning site at nauvoo
will be more effective if it is preceded by a discussion of methods
used in researching and restoring historic sites
there are four steps to authentic restorations 1 historical research 2 archaeology 3 reconstruction and 4 decoration
historical research involves the examination of ownership records including abstracts and tax records of past residents it also
includes the search of financial records to determine useful facts
such as debts contributions to the temple personal expenditures

dale L berge is an associate professor in the department of anthropology and archaeology at brigham
young university and a staff researcher for nauvoo restoration he supervised the excavation of the
jonathan browning site during the summers of 1968 1969
A shorter version of this article was presented at the 27th annual symposium on the archaeology of
the scriptures brigham young university october 1978
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and so forth biographical sketches are constructed from the historical data correspondence and genealogy other factors such as
city regulations and ordinances sidewalk or street dimensions furnish ings and crafts of owners or renters need to be discovered and
nishings
studied old photographs or paintings where available provide a
basis for detailed reconstruction
archaeological investigation discovers buried foundations of
barns cisterns outbuildings
buildings and such features as wells bams
out
buildings
hoies and more it also includes analysis of the
paths fence postholes
pestholes
post holes
pest
recovered artifacts
it is impossible to know what older features are hidden by later landscaping remodeling or destruction without digging for the
evidence the evidence revealed by archaeology can lead to broader
interpretations of the site than can simple architectural restoration
alone the combination of architectural features and artifacts indicates the possible function of a structure or a room for example surviving artifacts in a particular room may differentiate a
kitchen from a bedroom whereas architectural evidence by itself is
unlikely to provide the data needed for the archaeologist to interpret the function of a specific room with confidence on the other hand in historic sites the functions of a room may change
arti factual evidence may not be available due to
through time and artifactual
the collapse of wooden floors or the entire removal of objects
from the room
of surviving artifacts ceramics and glass are usually the most
common objects found at historic sites from hallmarks figure
1
manufacturing techniques and other attributes archaeologists
can determine if the object were locally made or imported these
attributes provide information for dating specific features at the
site since manufacturing techniques change through time and are
often documented historically finding specific hardware items
such as hinges doorknobs or locks by archaeological research at a
site permits authentic restoration of the architectural details of the
structures ceramic vessels glass bottles metal cooking vessels
knives and forks and all the other artifacts unearthed indicate the
types of objects which might be used for interior decoration of
the restored home
individualism may be reflected by the distribution of artifacts
in the webb blacksmith shop for example there were many tools
and hundreds of broken pieces of metal scattered all through the
site while at the browning gunsmith shop there were very few
metal artifacts in fact only one small piece of metal identified as
203
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made
m nauvoo from 1839 1846 the mormon period
aade in
figure 2 earthenware vessels dade
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A

B

C

D

figure 3 ironstone ceramics A transfer printed
painted banded and D mocha design

B

hand painted

C

hand
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broken gun part was recovered evidently one workshop was
kept cleaned up while the other was not
bones and seeds recovered from excavations give clues to the
diet of the occupants archaeologists can calculate for example
the relative amounts of fowl and game consumed as opposed to
domesticated animals consumed seeds indicate which fruits vegetables and grains were grown or purchased for household use
archaeologists can also derive evidence of social conditions
from the excavated specimens such specimens indicate something
of the economic activity of the community ceramics which were
locally made figure 2 or imported or trade bottles from st
louis or london tell about commerce the quality and quantity
of artifacts found at individual sites can distinguish the presence
of wealthy inhabitants from the poor at nauvoo this contrast is
seen in the unusual size of the browning house which is approximately 75 feet long as compared with other homes which are 18
to 25 feet long in large brick houses there are many more exotic
items such as transferware
transfer ware ceramics from england figure 3
while in small log cabins there is a much higher percentage of locally made earthenware
the study of the settlement pattern indicates that nauvoo was
a well planned community consisting mostly of log cabins but
with a considerable number of brick or plank houses as well
many of the ideas for construction were brought from new york
and many of the same concepts were used in salt lake city later
besides being affected by the factors listed above reconstruction is done on the basis of plans developed by studying surviving
architectural details of each structure these are discovered by removing plaster and examining changes in nails lathe bricks paint
and plaster styles of construction changed through time and remodeling of older homes was done according to changes in fashion
finally interior decoration of a restored structure must also
take place visitors notice these details more than architecture or
outside features therefore decoration needs to be done with as
much care for realism and detail as in the first three steps both
reconstruction and decoration need to pay heed to what archaeologists discover
all the steps outlined for restoration require meticulous research and a team effort in order to make the project as authentic
as possible to the features characterizing the time period involved
restoration needs the efforts of the best professional expertise
available historians architects archaeologists and craftsmen
a
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JONATHAN BROWNING THE MAN

A classic example of restoration in nauvoo is the home of
jonathan browning jonathan browning was born 22 october
1805 in sumner county tennessee
he became interested in
gunsmithing at an early age and learned soldering brazing welding hand forging and tempering at the age of nineteen he was
a competent gunsmith on 9 november 1826 he married elizabeth stalcup As people moved west jonathans business grew in
1834 he himself moved to quincy illinois while in quincy he
was elected justice of the peace and made acquaintance with abe
lincoln his business prospered during this time jonathan invented one of the earliest repeating rifles
cormons had already begun to settle the nearby
by 1840 the mormons
town of nauvoo A mormon came to the browning shop with a
repair job and introduced jonathan to the gospel jonathan became keenly interested in the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints after reading the book of mormon and was soon baptized
in 1843 he moved to nauvoo and on main street set up his
business of repairing guns
after the assassination of joseph and hyrum smith in 1844
cormons began leaving nauvoo in 1846 jonathan moved to
the mormons
council bluffs along mosquito creek when a US army officer
arrived in july of the same year wanting volunteers to help in the
war with mexico jonathan stood in line with other volunteers
who later became known as the mormon battalion but brigham
young would not let him go knowing that his talents for gunsmithing were needed to help the pioneers as they moved west
later jonathan wanted to move west with the first scouts picked
to explore the trail but once again he could not be spared
jonathan browning advertised in the frontier guardian of
ganesville
ville iowa on 19 september 1849
Kanes
kanesville
the subscriber is prepared to manufacture to order improved firearms
fire arms viz revolving
rifles and pistols also slide guns from 5 to 25 shooters all on an
improved plan and he thinks not equalled
equal led this far east farther
be112 the repeater gave greater protection to the
west they might bea
1

be2

for biographical data on jonathan browning see the appropriate section in john browning and
curt gentry
john M browning
brimming Amei
american
ican gunmaker garden city NY doubleday and company
gentryjohn
1964
21bid
bid

p

1
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people of the frontier indian attacks were reduced because of the
firepower of the repeater over the less rapid single shot for example
among the most famous tales of the west are those concerning the
advent of these guns the indians over the years had developed a
simple but effective tactic after surrounding a wagon train several
indians would stand and charge making themselves clear targets
the pioneers would invariably shoot their single ball then while
they were reloading their weapons the indians would attack in
force owners of early repeaters turned this trick to their own advansingle shot then when the indians attacked
tage they would fire a singleshot
continue firing to the fatal amazement of the red men
3

in 1852 jonathan moved west with the saints
saints and settled in
ogden utah there he took two more wives elizabeth clark and
sarah emmett he fathered a total of twenty four children only
two of whom died in infancy one of these in nauvoo his first
child bom
born after his arrival in ogden was john moses browning
born in 1855 john moses browning became known as the worlds
curds a well
greatest gun inventor in 1931 captain paul A curtis
known gun authority and author wrote concerning john moses
browning as follows
his accomplishments

are remarkable whether they are measured by

their innovations their number their duration or their popularity
during those forty seven inventive years john M browning was issued 128 different patents to cover a total of some eighty complete
and distinct firearm models they include practically every caliber
from the 22 short cartridge through the 57
37 mm projectile they embrace automatic actions semi
automatic actions lever actions and
semiautomatic
pump actions they include guns that operate by gas pressure by
both the short and long recoil principle and by the blowback principle they include models utilizing sliding locks rotating locks and
vertical locks included among them are most of the successful sporting arms which appeared during this period as well as many of the
military arms it is estimated that well over thirty million browning
designed guns have been produced to date by browning winchesnationals
Nati onale remington savage and others 4
ter colt fabrique nationale

in ogden jonathan browning became interested in many activi ties other than gunsmithing he was a good neighbor and
tivities
helped the incoming settlers from the east solve many smithing
problems until he died in 1879

ibid

ibid

p 20
p 219
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THE BROWNING HOME

the jonathan
south half of lot

browning site in nauvoo5 is located on the
2 which is the northwest quarter of block 118
block 118 measures 365.5
5655 feet along main street and 397.8
3655
3978
5978 feet
along munson street according to the original plat and survey
1839 of nauvoo lot 2 of block 118 measured 181.50
18150 feet by
198 feet as did most of the lots in the plat the streets were 49.5
495
feet wide except main street which was 825
82.5
825 feet water street
which was 64 feet and that part of munson street west of bain
street which was 24 feet wide theoretically therefore the
browning lot was 90.75
9075 feet by 198 feet included in this measurement was 8 feet of an alley to the back of the lot
the jonathan browning property was acquired by nauvoo
restoration incorporated from the estate of charles H hudson
who died 11 april 1968 mr hudson had lived in the browning
house for a few years when he was first married but when the
house he was building on the northwest quarter of lot 2 was finished he moved from the browning house to the new home this
move took place in 1916 after which the browning house was
re
reoccupied
occupied since 1916 the house was used mostly for storage
not preoccupied
and was allowed to decay mr hudson married louise schoell
who was the daughter of fred schoell owner of the home from
1890 to 1912 lot 2 block 118 was originally purchased from joseph smith trustee for the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints by benjamin F bird in 1840 after bird had paid nearly
300 on the lot he requested a deed for the south half and reverted
the north half back to joseph smith however no record of the deed
has been located

jonathan browning obtained the south half of lot 2 block
118 about 1843 the same year that he was baptized into the mormon church he left nauvoo in 1846 during the exodus of the
mormons
cormons
Mormons and sometime thereafter the mother of joseph smith
lucy mack smith temporarily lived in the browning nauvoo
home and shop when the trustees of the church sold the property to peter poncin in 1847 records indicate that on the property
also a good brick blacksmith
there was a good brick house

asee
see
5see

dale

L berge archaeological investigations at the jonathan Brou
meng
wing site
ming
brooming
brouming
brouwing
king
ning
linois 1968 1969 salt lake city nauvoo restoration inc 1970

118
11822

nauvoo il-
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shop and a small frame barn and a log house 6
during the historic mormon period from 1839 1846 the
northwest quarter of lot 2 block 118 was owned by george W
harris a watchmaker while heber C kimball owned the northeast quarter which he subdivided into three smaller lots the
north half of lot 3 to the south of jonathan browning was
owned by henry G sherwood shadrach rou
ndy
ady and others
roundy
owned the property to the rear of jonathans property
jonathan browning lived in the center of activity in nauvoo
A few blocks south of him were the mansion house the nauvoo
house and the homestead of joseph smith one and a half blocks
west stood the home of brigham young a few blocks north was
the masonic hall and across the street were the times and seasons
buildings A clear view of the temple could also be had to the
northeast from jonathan brownings home on the flats
at the time of its excavation the browning site had not been
occupied since 1916 and the structures were in a very bad state of
repair the house could hardly be seen from the street because of
the vegetation that had grown up around it through the years
around the outside of the house the ground averaged 6 to 8 inches above the original ground level the deepest humus fill accumulating
around the house itself
there were six standing structures on the south half of tract
structure 1I
118 2 at the beginning of the excavation map 1
1182
consisted of a two story brick house 18.25
1825 feet by 23.79
2379
2579 feet
structure IA
20.86
2086 by 18.25
1825 feet
la a slightly later brick addition 2086
structure IB a later wooden addition 41.86
4186 feet by 13.21
1321 feet
structure ac
1c and a small porch adjoining structure IC to the
6.084 feet structure ID structure 2 was a
southeast 9.73
973
975 feet by 6084
from the earcarriage shed which had reportedly been constructed hhorn
lier barn built near the present garage evidence that materials
from the earlier barn had been used to construct the later smaller
shed was seen in the planks square nail holes clearly demonstrate
the shape of nails used for the earlier barn while round nails had
been used in the later shed structures 3 and 4 were coops used
for ro osting and nesting chickens structures 5 and 6 belonged to
the large house located in the north half of tract 118
11822 which
was built by charles hudson and was completed in 1916 structure 5 was an outhouse painted in the style of the hudson house
structure 6 was a two car garage
perer poncin 1847 hancock county Co
111
property deed of peter
iii
ill
courthouse carthage lii
unhouse
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0
0
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map 1
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archaeology

OF THE JONATHAN BROWNING PROPERTY

it

was first thought that by locating features around the
standing buildings the archaeological investigation of the jonathan
browning site would be relatively simple trenching
Tren ching soon proved
drenching
this initial premise to be false 7
structure

aa
1a

west side

structure la figure 4 was the main living area and constituted three floor levels level I1 is the basement divided into
two brick paved rooms the walls of the basement are constructed
of quarried limestone with the north room plastered and painted
white the walls of the south room appear to be painted only set
in the north wall is the foundation to the fireplaces of the upper
floors level 2 is the ground floor consisting of a small entrance
room two staircases one leading upstairs and the other to the
basement and a living room which had a large fireplace in the
north wall level 3 is comprised of two bedrooms the smaller of
the two located to the north had a fireplace directly above those
on levels 1I and 2 the three fireplaces were built jointly but had
separate flues which opened into a combined chimney at the roof
on the outside the door and window linkels
lintels and sills of the
west wall are made of tooled limestone the bricks of this house
section are a dark red color but at one time had been painted apparently
parent ly a shade of white the bricks appear to be consistent in
their red color
front entrance the height from the historic ground level to
the base of the door sill is such that there must have been some
type of stoop in front of the door to enter the house the large
stoop was probably no wider than the door since there was a basement window next to it
two large tooled stones which were more than likely part of
the front entrance were unearthed while archaeologists were excavating within structure 6 it is doubtful that other entrances had
hand
handcut
cut tooled stoops and steps the larger stone the stoop
measured 25
2.5
0.5
25 feet by 1.5
05 feet with bored holes in both
15 feet by 05
edges for shoe scrapers like those found at the brigham young
house figure 4 8 the smaller stone a step measured 225
2.25
225 feet by

merge
Terge jonathan Brou
berge
browning
beige
ming site
tergejonathan
asee
see J C harrington archaeological
8see
linois 1965 1968

excavations at the brigham young site

126 2
1262

nauvoo il-

salt lake city nauvoo restoration inc 1969
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0.4 feet shorter in length than the other stone but
04
0.92
092 feet by 04
an end had been broken off the width of the front door is 2.92
292

feet slightly larger than the length of the stoop
brick walk extending around the east south and west sides
of structure 1 was a brick walk in many places the walk was not
more than an inch under the surface but most was buried 3 to 6
inches under soil fill this walk was not made during the mormon period the bricks for the walk may have been obtained
from the destruction of the blacksmith and gunsmith shops which
may have taken place around 1870 the evidence for this date was
derived from a field examination of artifacts excavated from the
stone root cellar structure IG
basement entrance upon removal of the brick walk which
passed directly over the basement entrance fill the bulkhead walls
were readily visible the walls measured 3.92
392
592 feet apart on the inlog
side and averaged 109
1.09
109 feet in width the slope of the natural soil
55
377
577 foot drop in 53
3.3
where the fill had been removed was a 3.77
33 feet
377
the inside of the walls was plastered and appeared to have been
painted white very possibly the steps into the basement were
made of brick within the fill and rubble and particularly at the
bottom of the filled in entrance there were several broken and
whole bricks and pieces of mortar these bricks could have been
part of the steps of the outer door support which were pushed in
when the entrance was filled
basement windows adjoining both sides of the bulkhead are
basement windows the north window is not covered while the
other has been bricked up the north window has a brick frame
placed on a stone foundation built to the outside of the window
the stone foundation is above the historic ground level and therefore may not have been part of the original design
As the ground level rose through time either by natural accumulation or filling in it became necessary to provide some means
to deflect water from the basement windows with the ground
level higher than the windows water would have run into the
basement therefore a stone foundation was built and a brick lining added over the top of this construction there may have been
a slanted wooden box which aided in diverting rainwater away
from the building and the basement windows
stone walk A considerable amount of broken limestone was
discovered spreading horizontally from near the front entrance
steps south for approximately 15 feet this was a stone walk and
most likely represents the historic ground level it is very much
214
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like the one in front of the brigham

young house figure

4 9
located within and penetrating through the stone walk are evidences of pestholes
hoies these posts were probably situated very close
holes
postholes
post
pest
to the west boundary of the browning property which is 8 feet
from the building this walk was located inside the fence on the
browning property and was not part of the public sidewalk

la

south side
structure
door step there is in the south wall a filled in doorway figure 4 archaeologically there is no definite evidence for a porch
there was one posthole however near the house in line with the
door this post may have been used as a brace for a wooden
lintels
porch or a later post set close to the house the window linkels
and sills are not of stone in this wall and possibly the porch was
constructed of wood also there is no evidence of a foundation
for a stoop like the one in the front of the house and to the
sides and rear similar features were made of wood it seems to
have been fashionable to use quarried limestone in the front of
the house while to the sides and rear similar features were made
of wood
basement window there is only one basement window in the
south wall A wood frame is still in place as is the wood lintel
this window has a 3 foot opening in the stone foundation for the
placement of the wood frame
brick walk and apkor
arbor evidence of the brick walk extending
around the south side of the house from the front was discovered
early photographs of this side of the house reveal that there was a
situated in this area this arbor was bordered by
grape arbor
bricks set on their long edge which were discovered archaeologically
ological ly the walk did not extend out around the arbor only
the brick border enclosed the arbor area the arbor did not date
to the mormon period since it would have covered an earlier well
well no 2 located in this same area

structure 1b
ab north addition
ab was
shortly after the main house was built structure 1b
added to it either by jonathan browning or prior to his occupation of the house both sections are built out of the same type of
dark red bricks there are differences in the technique used to finish the outside mortar of the two buildings indicating that two
91bid
ibid

215
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different individuals laid the wall bricks the doors and windows
linkels and sills including
of this northern addition have wooden lintels
those in the front further denoting different construction techniques than those used in structure la
the brick walk found in front of structure la extended along
1b but not along the north side the bricks
the front west of ab
terminated as they curved to form an entrance path into the
double door at the north end west of the building
interior it was thought at first that evidence of the gunsmith
and blacksmith shops of jonathan browning would be found in
this addition in order to establish this assumption the post mor
mon wooden tongue and groove floor was removed to expose the
ground soil beneath the ground under the floor had been extensively burrowed by animals even so evidence was found on the
south side for the existence of an earlier floor physical remains
and impressions of joists
foists running east and west gave clues to this
earlier floor above this floor were found the most recent joists
foists
which had supported the removed floor
A stone foundation wall was also discovered extending east
west 509
5.09
509 feet from inside the north wall map 2 along the top
of this wall was a single row of bricks this quarried limestone
wall had been interlocked as much as 12 to 16 inches with the
north south foundation walls of structure IB pockets had been
left purposefully in the brick sections of the north south walls for
the placement of interlocking bricks for this interior wall there
can be little doubt that this was part of the original construction
of structure IB
on the inside of the north foundation wall were found short
sections of joists
foists which might have extended over to the inner
foundation wall these joists
foists indicate that the north wall had been
added later since they do not run east and west like the rest of
the joists
foists in the floor area this north wall was very loosely interlocked with the north south foundation one or two of the stones
had been set in the north south wall not more than 3 to 4 inches
while the rest abutted the wall this is much less interlocking
than that found for the interior wall
brick constructions the brickwork of this section of the house
needs special consideration the brick construction reflects considerable alterations to this segment of the house the bricks used to
build the second story are a pale orange color which is very different from the dark red type used on the first floor of structures
la and IB
216
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13
01

qj
aj

7

c

map 2
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on the

inside of the south wall of the second floor of 1b
ab are
remnants which indicate that at one time the roof had been raised
from its original position in order to add the second story
north wall additional alterations at the same time included
the placement of the north wall in its present location this wall
was constructed of both orange and red bricks possibly some of
the red bricks were reused in this wall when the northern section
of the structure was destroyed another difference in the construction of this wall can be seen in the brickwork over the wood lin
teis the north wall was very likely built at the same time the second story was raised
the foundation stones of the north wall have been slightly inwith the north south foundations only two or three
terlocked
ter
stones are interlocked with the north south foundations and these
are set in about 3 or 4 inches whereas the interior foundation
wall is interlocked from 12 to 16 inches this difference is the primary reason for concluding that the inner wall was possibly original and this north wall later

ac
1 C wood and brick building
structure 1c
structure IC was a wood and brick building added to the east
side of structures IA and IB the northern section was constructed of wood which had been placed on a brick and stone foundation the southern section was constructed of brick laid on shallow stone foundations during the excavation of this structure it
became obvious that this part of the building did not date to the
mormon period from historical documents we knew that there
had been a log house on the property when jonathan browning
lived there footings believed to have belonged to this log house
1c see later section on log
were located underneath structure ac
therefore structure IC belonged to a later time period
house
ac revealed
also an east west stratigraphic profile of structure 1c
that the brick walk extending around the house was built after
the wooden structure had been built the brick walk and strucac were added after soil had been added to the historic
ture 1c
ground level
structure IC was carefully drawn photographed and then removed in order to outline the log house remains

la

structure ID wooden porch
structure ID a small wooden porch was eliminated at the
218
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ac because ID
same time as structure 1c
1d
ad was more recent in construction it had been built over part of the brick walk
st
structure IE gunsmith shop
As excavation of the north grounds proceeded new foundation
walls began to be unearthed A room 15.33
1555 feet by 13 feet was soon
1553
1533
revealed and designated structure IE figure 5 the north south foundations were an extension of those belonging to structure IB
structure IB
1b to the unearthed
this room once extended into structure ab
642 feet longer the double
interior foundation making the room 6.42
door led into this expanded room of structure IE which may
have been jonathan brownings gunshop the double door seems
better suited to a shop than to a living area such as a bedroom
there would also be more space for his lathe bench and counter
in this room than in the blacksmith shop in the opposite wall
from the door was a filled in door that once led to the backyard
and kitchen
the basal remains of a brick fireplace were found in the north
wall the hearth opening was 3.85
585 feet wide and set in the center
385
of the wall the entire north wall was constructed of brick down
to the sterile clay soil on a relatively shallow foundation this wall
had not been laid on a stone foundation the bricks lying directly
on the ground
structure IF blacksmith shop
As excavation continued more foundations were discovered north
2466 feet was found
1585 feet by 24.66
of structure IE A room measuring 15.85
in this location there can be little doubt that this was the blackcoal small metal scraps and
smithing area figure 5
clinkers covered much of the floor in several small areas fragments of metal were concentrated and in one area in particular
slag metal was unusually abundant this heavy concentration of
slag was directly behind the fireplace in structure IE jonathan
browning might have molded many of his gun parts by pouring
the molten metal into prepared molds in the ground possibly
smelted in the
there was a way in which metal could have been smelter
forge at least in small amounts burnt coal was generally found
over most of the floor but the northwest corner of the room was
noted for having unburnt coal coal might have been used to obtain a hotter fire than that produced by charcoal the hot fire obtained by the use of coal would have been sufficient to melt iron
for molding
219
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figure 5 north side of the browning site after excavation showing the foundations
of the gunsmithing shop and kitchen
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the

blacksmith shop had been constructed after structure IE
A stone foundation had been placed against the northern brick
wall of IE and on this foundation a single row of brick had been
laid for the south blacksmith shop wall mortar had been used to
fill in between the two walls which were not interlocked one to
two inches of mortar fill was found between these walls it is apparent that the two walls were not constructed as one wall and
that the blacksmith shop wall was placed against the gunsmith
shop wall
remains of the forge foundation were found connected to the
inside of the north wall of the blacksmith shop part of the forge
and north wall is missing A pit had been excavated through
both destroying some of the archaeological evidence

curb

along the front of the house and parallel to the street was a
stone curb map 2 it was 17 feet from structure IA
la the up-

right stones were leaning slightly toward the street on the street
side supporting stones had been placed to brace the upright
stones the curb on the opposite side of the street is 60 feet from
the browning curb
at the browning site the curb had been placed into and
through the brick walk leading into the blacksmith shop it had
to have been placed after browning had this brick walk built up
to his shop this stone curb therefore was placed either in the
late mormon period or after
with the property line 8 feet from the house and the curb 17
feet from structure 1 the sidewalk in front of the house must
have been 9 feet wide

1 G
structure IG
root cellar and summer kitchen
directly behind structure IE was unearthed a subterranean root cellar
figure 5
the walls were constructed of limestone
and possibly painted white on the west end of the cellar was a
55
135
153
3.5
35 feet high map 2 this
133 feet wide and nearly 35
stone bench 1.33
bench might have been used to store crocks of milk or other
foods requiring a cool atmosphere this bench also gave support
to the west wall and prevented structure IE from caving into the
cellar
the cellar had been constructed against the foundation wall of
structure IE therefore it was built later than IE and by the

tte
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same reasoning also later than IF the cellar was originally 13
feet by 11.25
1125 feet but an interior wall had reduced this dimension

through later renovation
interior wall on the east end of the cellar several changes had
166 feet wide runtaken place one of these changes was a wall 1.66
260 feet from the inside of the eastern wall
ning north south 2.60
this wall was made of stone upon which brick had been laid in
addition a single row of brick which appears to be the remains
of a staircase wall into the cellar had been laid on the south side
of the east wall and at right angles to it extending to the interior
wall the bricks between the two walls were laid on dirt fill
cooler on the north side of the staircase was a circular cooler
the wall of this cooler was two bricks thick with an overall diam55
3.5
eter of 35
35 feet this cooler probably was higher originally extending up through the floor of a structure over the cellar
part of the east wall had been torn out in order to build the
cooler and a section of the east wall still runs through the cooler
demonstrating that the cooler had been built last the high water
table allowed the excavation of only 10 feet into the cooler
fireplace the basal remains of a fireplace were located in the
middle of the south wall this indicates that above the cellar there
was a second story which could have been a kitchen
cistern

only cistern found is located at the southeast corner of
structure IG and the northeast corner of structure IC map 2 it
appears to be modern since the top of the cistern is above the historic grade and is constructed of brick and lined with cement
from top to bottom it is 10 feet deep

the

log house

after structures IC and ID were removed and the debris
cleaned up there began to be uncovered more foundation stones not
aligned with those relating to the modem sections of the house figure 6
these stones were rectangularly aligned relatively shallow and were only one or two stones deep these foundation stones are not sufficient to support a brick wall they were

possibly the foundation stones for log walls this foundation measured 25 feet by 16 feet
shallow foundations could also indicate a frame structure but
since these stones date to the mormon period they could only be
222
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figure 6 back of the browning site after excavation showing the foundations of the log cabin kitchen and outhouse
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the remains of the log house no historical documents substantiate a frame structure except for the barn and the barn
would not have had a fireplace and a root cellar
there are indications that the log house consisted of two
105
feet by
105
rooms in the southern room was found a large pit 10.5
65
6.5
65 feet this suggests a root cellar with possible access through a
trap door in the log house floor
the fireplace stood next to the cellar in the east wall when
the cellar was dug burnt stones were found laid neatly in an east
west direction in the hole it appeared that the fireplace had been
pushed over into the cellar from the east wall

well no 1
east of the structure IC there is a well operated by a metal
hand pump on top of a cement platform this well has undoubtedly been modified in modern times since it sits quite a bit above
the historic ground level the well itself is constructed of stone
and possibly this section dates to an early time period map 2
the brick walk which extended completely around the house
passed around both sides of the well
outhouse no

1

5.7
southeast of the log house was unearthed an outhouse 57
57 feet
by 4 feet and 25
2.5
25 feet deep figure 6 the west foundation wall
and part of the east wall were constructed of bricks while the rest
clean out opening in
was constructed of limestone there was a cleanout
the south wall
this outhouse may not belong to the mormon period since
artifacts such as green wine bottles and chemical bottles recovered
inside the structure generally date from the 1850s and 1860s

well no

2

la

map 2
A second well was discovered south of structure
this well was below the brick walk level and therefore earlier than
the walk what was left of the well was constructed of stone
without mortar or laid dry the well opening was 2 feet in diameter

barn
historical documents verify that there was a small frame barn
on the jonathan browning property in 1846 what was probably

structure 7
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part of the quarried stone foundation for this structure was located west of the garage structure 6
unfortunately only a very small segment of the foundation is
still in its original position construction of the later garage and
outhouses
out houses in the vicinity apparently destroyed the remainder of
this foundation all that can be said about the physical size of
this structure is that it was 18 feet wide there is a break in the
foundation stone which may have been a front door if so then
this door was approximately 6 feet wide and faced the street or
west
outhouse no 2

outhouse were the quarried stones of
all that remained of this outhousewere
the foundation remnants of brick on top of the stone and a
quantity of brick in the vault itself indicated that the upper structure had been made of brick
65
2.5
6.3
25 feet deep
54 feet by 63
63 feet and 25
the foundation measured 545.4
feet
155
135
clean out opening 1.35
map 2 on the north side was a cleanout
135
wide A large area containing artifacts similar to those found incleanout
side the vault lay just outside the clean
out area
artifacts within the vault were similar to those found in outhouse no 1I except that in no 2 there was a higher percentage
of earthenware artifacts most of these earthenware bowls and jars
had brick red pastes and were glazed primarily on the inside
graveside
gravesite
Gra vesite

just south of the southeast corner of structure

6 an infant
burial was unearthed the child had been buried in a small rec2.2
2.6 feet from the
tangular hole 1.1
26
22 feet at a depth of 26
11
li feet by 22
ll
present surface burial might have been in a wooden box since
two nails were found with the bones the infant might have been
wrapped in a blanket because decayed fragments of green cloth

were found with the remains or the fragments might have been
from the lining of the box or the clothing of the infant
the age of the child might have been between newborn and
six months the bones were small and extremely decomposed the
long bones of the legs and arms were best preserved as were a
few vertebrae
finally a series of other features were excavated which postdate
post date the
mormon period these later structures are the outhouses
outhouses the sheds the
fences and the garage
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SUMMARY

of

greatest interest in this article are those features which
mapa
most likely belonged to the mormon period map
map33
archaeology has revealed that the original log house consisted
of two rooms the larger containing a stone fireplace and a root
cellar the fireplace was built in the east wall across from the root
cellar the smaller room may have been a bedroom
to the outside of structure la were discovered the basement
entrance a stone walk and a well structure IB was found to
have had several features modified in post mormon times such as
the raised roof and the north wall inside under the floor were the
remnants of a wall foundation which was the south wall of structure IE the gunsmith shop structures IC and ID clearly do not
belong to the mormon period since they overlie the log house
and have their foundations well above the historic ground level
structure IE could have been the area in which jonathan browning did the fine work on his guns in addition he might have
sold parts ammunition or other items in this shop the only feature identified in this structure was a fireplace in the north foundation wall
there can be no doubt that structure IF was the blacksmith
shop this fact is evident by the clinkers metal fragments and
coal found on the floor plus the foundation of a forge more
subtle features included a front and back door plus a brick walk
in front of the shop directly behind and attached to structure ae
IE
1e
were the kitchen and storage cellar this building had been modified by adding an interior wall a cooler and possibly a staircase
built into the south wall were a fireplace and a basement window
there might have been another window in the north wall just
outside the southeast corner is a cistern this cistern may be in
the location of an earlier cistern but seems a little far from the
kitchen to actually belong to it the present cistern is modern as
evidenced by its cement construction
the barn lay to the northeast of the main house probably
few if any animals other than a horse were kept in it it appears to have been the size of a carriage shed rather than of a
barn it is not wholly clear whether this was jonathan brownings
barn
well no 1I might have belonged to the mormon period it
was built of stone and later capped with cement for the placement
of a hand pump outhouses
Out houses nos I1 and 2 might have belonged to
the mormon period in both cases the artifacts date to the
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there

are differences in types of artifacts in the
two outhouse no 1 had many green wine bottles and chemical
bottles while outhouse no 2 had many earthenware bowls and
jars
post mormon reconstruction was evident inside the existing
buildings several changes had taken place outside also structures
IE IF IG and the log house had been torn down still later the
barn was removed and a garage and other structures were built
through time nine outhouses
out houses and one well had been buried in
the late nineteenth century possibly from debris of the destroyed
structures a brick walk had been built around the house
judging from photographic evidence the modifications that
took place outside occurred prior to the turn of the century this
premise is further substantiated by the fact that the house fell into
disuse after 1916
at present all those features postdating
post dating the mormon period
have been removed while those belonging to the mormon period
have been restored the restored jonathan browning home figure
7 will very likely be among the larger homes restored in nauvoo
it is a fitting monument to a great inventor a faithful man and a
1840 1860 period

mormon pioneer
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